Encore Duet

Do you want to give your users the best of everything? More articles and eBooks, more opportunities for discovery? In short, the total library experience in one place? Encore Duet lets you do it all!

Innovative and EBSCO Partnership Benefits
Libraries and Patrons

Innovative and EBSCO Information Services have partnered to add a new and exciting option for discovery that benefits libraries and enhances value for their users. Encore paired with EBSCO Discovery Service™ (EDS) brings users the most comprehensive collection of full-text articles (and eBooks!) available. EDS is the largest, most encompassing single index of the world’s literature, with tens of thousands of participating publishers and other partner resources.

The robust metadata offered by EDS is culled from thousands of major journal publishers and information providers, providing the deepest possible indexing for the majority of journals and magazines. What’s more, your library users will benefit from more full-text resources than any other option today.

User Experience

A single result set from Encore Duet integrates articles with results from your library. Users discover all types of appropriate content on the very first page, informed by local collections of all types and valuable metadata added by local catalogers. Users are presented with a single, unified set of facets, including EDS source-types that let users filter to academic journals alongside books or government publications.

“Encore Duet keeps users in one interface, for essential tasks they need to do such as searching across resources, placing holds on local materials, viewing their library patron records, or saving record links for later use.”
— Brent Searle, Library Systems Manager, Langara College (Canada)

“Encore Duet leverages the power of our local collections and key discovery resources in one interface. The integration of the facets and search results ensure our patrons have the most relevant information at their fingertips.”
— Stephanie S. Kaceli, Asst. Director, Technical Services/Systems Cairn University (PA)
From the first results page, users can place holds, see 100% real-time circulation status, and see which items they checked out or have on hold. They can place articles or books in a virtual Bookcart, or create bibliographies with citation software such as EndNote®, RefWorks™, or Zotero. What’s more, users can share their results on Facebook and other social Web sites.

Imagine bringing the best of Encore and EDS to your users in one package. From a postcard in your local history collection to a full-text article from a renowned medical journal, Encore Duet gives users more relevant information than ever before. Users get more options for social interaction, more relevant results, and more opportunities for successful discovery. That’s more of your library for your users to discover!

Features

- Extensive EDS content and detailed indexing
- Articles, books, eBooks, and more
- Local subscriber collections
- Integrated relevance-ranked results
- Combined facets for local and EDS content
- Real-time content and patron information
- Social linking to Facebook® and more
- Library branding and custom scripting
- Bookcart for books and articles
- Integrated citation export

EDS: A World of Content

- Full EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS) resources
- More searchable full-text than any discovery service
- Largest index of the world’s literature
- Highest quality content available
- Tens of thousands of publishers
- Most detailed indexing, including subject indexes
- The majority of journals and magazines worldwide

For detailed pricing and packaging information:

email: info@iii.com
call: 510.655.6200
on the web: iii.com

Discover more at:

iii.com
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